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March 15, 2019
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 Twelfth Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20554
Re:

GN Docket No. 18-238
WC Docket No. 11-10

Madam Secretary:
This letter provides notice of an oral ex parte presentation to the Commission in the
above-captioned dockets. On March 11, 2019, undersigned counsel, along with Paula Boyd,
John Kahan, Dean Kain, and Allen Kim of Microsoft Corporation, met with Randy Clarke in
Commissioner Starks’ office, to discuss broadband mapping.
Mr. Kahan discussed how the Commission’s broadband availability data, which
underpins FCC Form 477 and the Commission’s annual Section 706 report, appears to overstate
the extent to which broadband is actually available throughout the nation. For example, in
some areas the Commission’s broadband availability data suggests that Internet Service
Providers (“ISP”) have reported significant broadband availability (25 Mbps down/3 Mbps up)
while Microsoft’s usage data indicates that only a small percentage of consumers actually
access the Internet at broadband speeds in those areas. 1
Mr. Kahan also suggested that the Commission’s ongoing effort to more accurately
measure broadband could be improved by drawing on the FCC’s subscription data, along with
other broadband data sets from third-parties such as Microsoft, to compliment survey data
submitted under the current rules. In addition, the Commission should modify its survey
instructions to focus more narrowly on identifying where broadband is actually being used,
without including where it could be used, as is required today.

See, Letter from Paula Boyd and David LaFuria, Docket No. 11-10, (Jan 2, 2019); at
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/101032040607838/2019%200102%20ex%20parte%20letter%20FINAL.pdf; Letter from
Paula Boyd and David LaFuria, Docket No. 11-10, (Dec. 5, 2018) at
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1206313012489/2018%201205%20ex%20parte%20letter%20FINAL.pdf
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Mr. Kahan, noted the importance of having a clear and meaningful definition of
broadband availability in order to accurately determine what is being measured, highlighting
the importance of ensuring that the FCC’s broadband reports are accurate.
A copy of the presentation slides provided at the meeting is enclosed for the record.
Should you have any questions, please contact the undersigned directly.
Sincerely,
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
Paula Boyd, Senior Director
U.S. Government and Regulatory Affairs
901 K Street, N.W., 11th Floor
Washington, DC 20001
202-263-5946
David A. LaFuria
Lukas, LaFuria, Gutierrez & Sachs, LLP
8300 Greensboro Drive, Suite 1200
Tysons, VA 22102
703-584-8678
Enclosure
cc:

Randy Clarke
Paula Boyd
John Kahan
Allen Kim
Dean Kain

Counsel to Microsoft Corporation
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Agenda

• Discuss the possibility of using the FCC Subscription data, Microsoft Usage data,
and other 3rd party public data to show a more transparent view of today's
actual gaps in broadband progress.

Broadband usage based on Microsoft data
https://news.microsoft.com/rural-broadband/

Discuss the possibility of using the FCC Subscription data,
Microsoft Usage data, and other 3rd party public data to show a
more transparent view of today's actual gaps in broadband
progress.

Explore the definition of broadband availability

Pew Research
65% of U.S. adults who are home
broadband users (01/18/18)

American Fact Finder
67% of households with broadband
subscriptions (2013-2017)

Per Pew Research article in August 2013
“Our broadband question has historically
tried to distinguish between dial-up users
and those with higher connection speeds.”

An Internet "subscription" refers to a type of
service that someone pays for to access the
Internet such as a cellular data plan,
broadband such as cable, fiber optic or DSL,
or other type of service. This will normally
refer to a service that someone is billed for
directly for Internet alone or sometimes as
part of a bundle

Phone survey question: “At home, do you
connect to the Internet through a dial-up
telephone line, or do you have some other
type of connection, such as a DSL-enabled
phone line, a cable TV modem, a wireless
connection, or a fiber optic connection such
as FIOS

Broadband such as cable, fiber optic, or DSL

FCC
54% subscription ratio of residential
fixed connections and households at
least 25Mbps down and 3Mbps up
Form 477 Fixed Broadband Subscription
Report the total number of in-service
connections—and report the number of inservice connections that are in consumer
service plans—for each unique combination
of census tract and service characteristic.
Broadband connections are wired “lines” or
wireless “channels” that enable the end user
to receive information from and/or send
information to the Internet at information
transfer rates exceeding 200 kbps in at least
one direction

Draft FCC 2019 broadband report

https://thedcoffice.com/late_re
leases_files/02-19-2019/DOC356271A1.pdf
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